We develop techniques to compute the complete massless spectrum in heterotic string compactification on N=2 supersymmetric Landau-Ginzburg orbifolds. This includes not just the familiar charged fields, but also the gauge singlets. The number of gauge singlets can vary in the moduli space of a given compactification and can differ from what it would be in the large radius limit of the corresponding Calabi-Yau. Comparison with exactly soluble Gepner models provides a confirmation of our results at Gepner points.
Introduction
Landau-Ginzburg models have long been used as mean field models of critical phenomena. More recently it was realized that in two dimensions, much sharper results can be extracted from them. For instance, minimal conformal field theories can be described as Landau-Ginzburg models as shown for bosonic theories by Zamolodchikov [1] ; this was extended for N = 1 supersymmetry in [2] and for N = 2 in [3] [4] [5] .
The N = 2 case has many special simplifications related in part to the nonrenormalization theorems for the superpotential. For instance, for N = 2 it is possible to calculate the minimal model characters directly from the Landau-Ginzburg model [6] .
Also, for N = 2, certain orbifolds of Landau-Ginzburg models have a beautiful and unexpected relation to Calabi-Yau sigma models [4] [7] [8] [9] [10] . The Landau-Ginzburg model describes a certain "point," or really a certain submanifold, in the Calabi-Yau moduli space.
The N = 2 models also have particularly interesting physical applications. N = 2 theories with the appropriate central charge can be used to construct compactifications of the heterotic string, and thereby to build models of particle physics, with unbroken space-time supersymmetry. Landau-Ginzburg models can in particular be used to build such compactifications -giving specializations of Calabi-Yau models [11] [12] .
These specializations are technically natural, in the usual sense of particle physics, because of enhanced symmetries (involving twist fields; see [10] , §3.4, for an explicit explanation). They are interesting because of calculable stringy effects (such as the enhanced symmetries or a deviation of the number of massless particles from what it would be in the field theory limit).
Also, Landau-Ginzburg models are special cases of Calabi-Yau models in which instanton corrections are turned off (see [10] , §3.4). As the instanton corrections are the usual obstruction to forming (0, 2) deformations of sigma models [13] , it would appear likely that (0, 2) Landau-Ginzburg models (which are easily constructed [10] , §6) have conformally invariant infrared fixed points. This is then an interesting case in which conformally invariant (0, 2) models should be accessible for fairly detailed study. (0, 2) models are of course of considerable interest because of their use in constructing models of particle physics with effective four dimensional gauge groups more realistic than E 6 .
Except for Gepner models, which are more or less fully constructed algebraically, most studies of these models have focussed on the chiral primary states. Those states enter in many beautiful constructions and among other things determine the spectrum of massless charged particles. However, the massless gauge singlets are not (all) determined by the chiral primary states, and the notion of chiral primaries does not carry over to (0, 2) models. (The two facts are related: the massless gauge singlets that do not come from chiral primaries are represented by vertex operators that break N = 2 or (2, 2) supersymmetry down to (0, 2).) Our intention in this paper is to develop methods for computing the complete massless spectrum of Landau-Ginzburg models, both (0, 2) and (2, 2) models, and including all of the gauge singlets.
In §2 we describe the necessary facts and methods. In §3 we study in detail a familiar model -the quintic. One virtue of this model is that (at a special point in the parameter space) the results can be compared to known results about the corresponding Gepner model. It should be clear, however, that our methods carry over without essential change to arbitrary Landau-Ginzburg models, including (0, 2) models.
For Calabi-Yau manifolds, one can identify the particles which are massless in the field theory limit by computing suitable cohomology groups; but difficult questions then arise, in general, of whether instanton corrections might give non-vanishing (but exponentially small in the field theory limit) masses to some of these states. For Landau-Ginzburg models, however, one can argue -as we will do in §2.1 -that our results are actually exact. Intuitively, this is in keeping with the fact that the Landau-Ginzburg models have no instantons.
Background And Methods
We will work in N = 2 superspace with coordinates x m , θ α , θα (our conventions follow those of [10] ). In an N = 2 superconformal theory, there are four supersymmetry charges Q + , Q − , Q + and Q − , where − and + specify left-and right-movers on the worldsheet.
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The right moving supersymmetries satisfy
where L 0+ is the coefficient of the zero mode in the Laurent expansion of the right moving stress-energy tensor T ++ . 1 We will use the terms left-moving and right-moving somewhat loosely to describe modes that in the conformally invariant limit are left-moving or right-moving.
The worldsheet "matter" that we are interested in will be chiral superfields Φ. Such Recall that the most general renormalizable Lagrangian for an N = 2 supersymmetric theory with chiral superfields Φ i and their anti-chiral conjugates Φ i has the form
where K is called the Kahler potential (its derivatives determine the metric on target space; the target spaces of N = 2 models constructed from chiral superfields are always Kahler manifolds) and W is a holomorphic function of the fields, called the superpotential; we will choose K to have the form K = ΦΦ corresponding to a flat metric. After performing the θ integrals and integrating out the auxiliary fields, the Lagrangian becomes
The superpotential W (Φ i ) is said to be quasi-homogeneous if for some integers n i and d one has W (λ
. Such quasi-homogeneity ensures the existence of left-and right-moving R-symmetries that play an important role. The models that are believed to be related to Calabi-Yau models are actually not Landau-Ginzburg models as introduced above but orbifolds in which one projects onto states with integral R charges.
For future use, it is convenient to set
The theory described by (2.4) is believed to flow in the infrared to a conformal field theory with central charge
In applications in string theory, it is necessary to consider the model formulated in four sectors -(R,R), (NS,R), (R,NS), and (NS,NS), where R and NS refer to Ramond and Neveu-Schwarz boundary conditions; the two entries give the boundary conditions for left-movers and for right-movers. In applications to Type II superstrings, one would have (in models of this particular type) space-time supersymmetries coming from both left-and right-movers. These supersymmetries determine the spectrum in all four sectors in terms of the spectrum in, say, the (R,R) sector. In practice, this means that to identify massless particles in space-time, it suffices to find the (R,R) ground states. These have very special properties which have been much exploited in the literature on Landau-Ginzburg models and their applications. Their (NS,NS) cousins are represented by vertex operators that preserve (2,2) world-sheet supersymmetry.
We are actually interested in using the same models to describe compactifications of the heterotic string. In this case, we supplement (2.4) by ten left-moving free fermions
and extra degrees of freedom representing an additional E 8 current algebra. The λ I are given the same NS or R boundary conditions as the left-moving part of (2.4). The combined Lagrangian L 1 + L 2 is expected (as in Calabi-Yau compactification) to give an unbroken E 6 gauge group in space-time.
Space-time supersymmetries are now derived from right-movers only. Therefore, there are two sectors that must be studied -(R,R) and (NS,R). The study of the (NS,R) model is one of the main novelties in this paper. We are no longer interested only in states with a simple relation to (R,R) ground states, so new methods must be developed.
In fact, in the (NS,R) sector, there are massless gauge singlet states that are represented by vertex operators that (even if one suppresses the λ's) break (2, 2) world-sheet supersymmetry down to (0, 2) supersymmetry. These are the modes that, in compactification on a Calabi-Yau manifold X, arise from H 1 (X, End(T )).
2 Understanding these modes in the context of Landau-Ginzburg models is one of our main goals in this paper. In the process of doing this, we will automatically develop the techniques needed to compute the complete massless spectrum in more general (0,2) Landau-Ginzburg models.
An SO(10) symmetry acting on the ten λ's is manifest in the above Lagrangian.
SO (10) is not a maximal subgroup of E 6 , which instead contains an SO(10) × U (1) factor. The U (1) generator is simply the left-moving R-current -call it J L -of the LandauGinzburg theory with Lagrangian L 1 . The rest of E 6 is harder to see explicitly; the additional currents are twist fields coming from states in the left-moving Ramond sector.
The Born-Oppenheimer Approximation
Because we are looking for massless states in space-time, we can set the space-time momentum to zero and look for worldsheet wavefunctions which have only polynomial dependence on the lowest oscillator modes. In sectors with negative vacuum energy, we have to keep the lowest excited modes of the various fields. This truncation of the theory to a small finite number of modes, a worldsheet "Born-Oppenheimer" approximation, has been applied before in a string theory context in [18] and [19] . However, the focus there was on sigma models. In the Landau-Ginzburg context, it is easy to be more explicit.
What is the degree of validity of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation? We will argue that for identifying the massless modes it is exact.
We will denote the right-and left-moving world-sheet Hamiltonians as L 0+ and L 0− .
In the (R,R) and (NS,R) sectors that we will study, physical states have L 0+ = 0; for massless particles on-shell, the "space-time" part of the string does not contribute to L 0+ , so we can consider L 0+ to be the right-moving Hamiltonian of the "internal" theory only.
In a right-moving Ramond sector, there are two right-moving global supersymmetries, say Q + and Q + , with
As in Hodge theory, it follows that the kernel of L 0+ is the same as the cohomology of Q + .
This simple fact is the starting point for all our computations: we identify the massless states with the cohomology of Q + (or actually the subspace of that cohomology consisting of states with the correct eigenvalue of L 0− ). This is a great advantage because -due to the simple properties of triangular matrices -cohomology is usually highly computable.
In the particular case at hand, the simplification comes mostly because the Q + cohomology is naturally invariant under a rescaling of the superpotential by W → ǫW . 3 The reason for this is that, up to a rescaling of the fields by
10) 3 To be more precise, under W → ǫW , the Q + cohomology group of right-moving U (1) charge n is multiplied by ǫ n , because of the scaling introduced momentarily.
W → ǫW is equivalent to a certain modification of the kinetic energy. The whole kinetic energy is of the form {Q + , . . .} so the modification of the kinetic energy induced by the transformation (2.10) does not affect the Q + cohomology. This means that in computing the Q + cohomology, we can set W to zero except when it is needed to lift degeneracies that are otherwise present. That fact is the basis for all of our calculations.
It is straightforward to write down the Q + operator of the Landau-Ginzburg model:
An additional simplification arises (as in [6] ) because of the principle stated in the last paragraph. Taking W → ǫW and trying to compute the Q + cohomology perturbatively in ǫ, the first step is to compute the cohomology of the part of Q + that is independent of W :
The cohomology of this operator is the subspace of the full Hilbert space consisting of The next step, analogous to degenerate perturbation theory in quantum mechanics, is to compute the cohomology of the "perturbation"
in H L . In quantum mechanics this would usually be only the beginning of a systematic expansion; but in the present situation we are actually at this stage finished (at least to all finite orders), because of the triangular nature of cohomology and the simplicity of the cohomology of the Q + operator. The requisite argument is a standard "zig-zag" argument, as in [20] , p. 95, using the following facts. Let U be the operator that assigns the value 1 to ψ +,i , −1 to ψ +,i , and 0 to other fields. Then [U, 
where the first step uses {Q +,R , Q +,L } = 0, the second step uses (2.14), and the last step uses Q +,L 2 = 0. Q +,L |α −1 therefore represents a state in the cohomology of Q +,R at U = −1; since the Q +,R cohomology vanishes except at U = 0, this state is cohomologically trivial and there is a state |α
Continuing in this way, one inductively solves the equations
The sum |α = |α 0 + |α −1 + |α −2 + . . . is then the desired state annihilated by Q + = Q +,R + Q +,L . In defining |α and obeying the equations up to the first n terms we have shown that the state which has zero energy in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation has zero energy up to n th order in perturbation theory in the superpotential W .
The question of whether the series converges is more subtle, but intuitively this should follow from the super-renormalizability of the Landau-Ginzburg model. The state α −n has U = −n, and as U is carried only by fermions, α −n is a state with very high energy, roughly at least the energy of a degenerate fermi gas with fermi energy n. For such high energy states, Q +,R dominates over Q +,L because of being constructed from a current of higher dimension (containing an extra derivative), and in the relation (2.16), it should be possible to choose α −n−1 to be much smaller than α −n in norm, ensuring convergence of the series.
A rigorous proof of this assertion would be interesting.
The Q + cohomology can be decomposed according to the action of certain operators that commute with Q + or have simple commutation relations with it. In fact, Q + commutes with the left-moving U (1) charge but raises the right-moving U (1) charge by one unit. 4 Q + also obviously commutes with the λ's, so states can be labeled by the number of λ oscillators.
Somewhat less obviously [6] , in the Landau-Ginzburg theory (2.4), one can find an N = 2 superconformal algebra of left-moving fields that commute with Q + . In components, one has
In (2.17), φ i , ψ −,i , etc., are components in the expansion (2.3) of the superfields Φ i .
Hopefully, these operators converge in the infrared to the left-moving N = 2 algebra of the expected conformally invariant fixed point theory. The central charge of the N = 2 algebra (2.17) is given by (2.7). With a fairly obvious change (renaming φ and ∂φ as β and γ) this realization of the N = 2 algebra was first given in [ [21] ], where the Q +,L operator also appeared, with a somewhat different rationale.
There are several reasons that it is convenient to have these operators. First of all, physical states, in addition to being annihilated by L 0+ , must have the appropriate eigenvalue of L 0− . So among other things, we need to be able to compute the L 0− quantum number of the Fock ground state in each sector of Hilbert space.
Furthermore, to know which SO(10) singlet states are E 6 singlets, which belong to 27's of E 6 , and which to 27's, we need to work out the J L quantum numbers, so in particular we need to compute the J L charge of the Fock ground state. We will return to these matters later.
A subtler reason for needing (2.17) is as follows. In compactification on a CalabiYau manifold X, massless gauge singlets of the (NS,R) sector are of three kinds: states that come from H 1 (X, T ), states that come from H 1 (X, T * ), and states that come from
. We would like the analogous decomposition in the case of LandauGinzburg models. This can be done as follows. In the Calabi-Yau case, the three kinds of states can be described as states that are annihilated by G −1/2 , states that are annihilated by G −1/2 , and states that are annihilated by neither. Since from (2.17) we can get an explicit and practical construction of G −1/2 and G −1/2 , we can make the decomposition into H 1 (X, T ), H 1 (X, T * ), and H 1 (X, End(T )) also in the Landau-Ginzburg case.
In addition to being of intrinsic interest, this decomposition can be of practical use in the following sense. The singlets coming from H 1 (X, T ) and H 1 (X, T * ) are in one to one correspondence with 10's of SO (10) (10) is given by λ
A similar construction applies to left anti-chiral singlets, with the role of G and G reversed. We will illustrate this explicitly in the example of §3.
Symmetries And Quantum Numbers
Consider an N = 2 Landau-Ginzburg theory with chiral superfields Φ i and quasihomogeneous superpotential W such that
and again set α i = n i /d. The superpotential W will then have left-and right-moving charges (1, 1) -as befits a marginal operator -if the superfields Φ i have charges (α i , α i ).
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In components the charges are therefore as in Table 1 . Table 1 Field
At this point, the attentive reader might worry about the following point. The J L operator that transforms the fields according to the charges given in the table is
The density that is being integrated in (2.19) does not commute with Q + , but the integrated expression does. On the other hand, in equation (2.17) we have written down a left-moving U (1) charge density that does commute with Q + . Using this density, we have a second candidate for the left-moving U (1) charge, namely
Using the commutation relations
(with other components vanishing), one finds that
This shows that as regards the action on the Q + cohomology, it does not matter whether
arises naturally in the simplest description of the N = 2 algebra that acts on the cohomology, while J L is distinguished because it generates a symmetry even before taking the Q + cohomology.
A similar question, which we might as well dispose of now, arises for the left-moving energy operator L 0− . The Landau-Ginzburg theory (2.4), even away from criticality, has a conserved Hamiltonian H and momentum P . The conventional L 0− operator would be
The L 0− operator that we would form from the stress tensor in (2.17) is instead
. .}, though a slightly lengthy calculation is needed to show this. For instance, to reduce (2.24) to a more recognizable form, one first writes 
Using the fact that
Applying this principle with X being the current in the first line in (2.17), we find that up to {Q + , . . .}, (2.25) can be replaced by (
). This in turn can be evaluated using the equations of motion. After adding one last correction term 
Construction Of The Orbifold
Calabi-Yau sigma models are related not quite to Landau-Ginzburg models but to certain Landau-Ginzburg orbifolds. These are orbifolds in which one projects on integral values of J L ; J R then automatically also becomes integral. The projection is made by dividing by the group generated by
with a due modification which we will now explain when certain fermion zero modes are present.
In physical applications of the Landau-Ginzburg orbifold, one wishes to sum over leftmoving Ramond and Neveu-Schwarz sectors. (This is the GSO-like projection that enters
in constructing E 8 current algebra.) In N = 2 models, the GSO projection [22] can be interpreted as a projection onto states for which J L is even. We are not quite dealing here with an N = 2 model but with a (0, 2) model containing also the left-moving free fermions λ I . Hence, in the left-moving NS sectors, the GSO projection that we want is the one that projects onto states in which J L plus the number of λ I excitations is even. So we project onto states with g = 1 where
The necessary statement in R sectors is more subtle because of fermion zero modes.
Let q − and q + be the left-moving and right-moving U (1) charges of the "internal" LandauGinzburg theory. Then in left-moving Ramond sectors, the GSO projection (on states that are in the ground state of the SO(10) sector) can be summarized by saying that the value of q − determines whether states transform in the 16 or the 16 of SO (10) . One (standard)
way to understand this in more detail is to organize the ten SO(10) fermions of (2.8) into five complex fermions (10) is furnished by the 32 states
It is well known that this is a reducible representation of SO (10) 
Ground State Quantum Numbers
As is well known in analogous computations, one of the main steps in determining the spectrum of one of these models is to determine the quantum numbers of the ground state in each twisted sector. To be precise, in the sector twisted by g k , we wish to determine the left-and right-moving U (1) charges (i.e., J L and J R eigenvalues), and the left-moving energy (L 0− eigenvalue) of the ground state. We will always consider right-moving Ramond sectors, so the L 0+ eigenvalue of the ground state will always be zero.
First, we determine the U (1) charges. Our viewpoint is that of [23] : the reason the twisted sectors have fractional U (1) charges is that when the fermions satisfy twisted boundary conditions, the vacuum has a fractional fermion number. Formally, the charge carried by a filled fermi sea with fermions of charge e is
where ρ(E) is the density of states. This is of course divergent, and must be regulated.
Since we are really interested in the change in Q as a function of the twisted boundary conditions on the fermions, we can subtract an (infinite) constant
doing any harm; we also introduce a convergence factor: (so the vacuum has a fractional fermion number of θ−π 2π ). The above formula is valid for 0 < θ < 2π. It becomes valid for all θ after the obvious modification to
where [x] denotes the greatest integer less than x. There is an important subtlety here.
The expression [θ/2π] has a discontinuity when θ is an integral multiple of 2π. At such values of θ, both values of Q should be kept. The reason for this is that precisely when θ = 2πn, with integer n, there are fermion zero modes; upon quantizing them, one finds (for a single complex fermion) a pair of ground states. One of these is the limit of the ground state as θ approaches 2πn from above; the other is the limit as θ approaches 2πn from below. So the charges of the two ground states are the two limiting values of (2.36).
The analogous formula for right-moving fermions is easily derived, with the result that for the same boundary conditions (2.34) the right-moving fermion would contribute −Q.
Since the right-moving worldsheet fermions do carry non-vanishing left U (1) charge, it is important to take into account their contribution when computing the left U (1) charges of the twisted vacua.
We know the U (1) charges q of the fermions from Table 1 , and in the sector twisted by g k they pick up phases ψ → e −iπkq ψ when going around the circle. So without further ado, we can write the general formula for the left U (1) charges of the vacua:
The analogous formula for the right-moving U (1) charges is simply
We also need to determine the ground state eigenvalues of L 0− (L 0+ always vanishes is given by
A boson with the same boundary conditions would contribute the negative of (2.40) to the vacuum energy.
We are interested in bose-fermi pairs with left U (1) charges α i and α i −1. Therefore, if in some (NS,R) sector the fermion has boundary condition ψ → e i(π+θ) ψ (with θ between −π and π) then the boson is π −|θ| away from being antiperiodic. Simply using the formula (2.40) we see that the fermion-boson pair then contributes
to the vacuum energy.
Using these formulae and the fermion and boson U (1) charges from table 1, we find that the vacuum energy of the sector twisted by g k with k odd is given in general by
k is kα i , reduced mod 2 to lie between −1 and 1. Now that we know the quantum numbers of the twisted vacua |0 k , we must determine the spectrum of physical states in each twisted sector. In the next section, we will do this in detail in a familiar example: The Landau-Ginzburg model that corresponds to a quintic hypersurface in I CIP 4 .
E 6 And Supersymmetry Multiplets And U (1) Charges
Certain symmetries of these systems -E 6 symmetry and space-time supersymmetry -are not manifest in the formalism. The proper assembly of states into E 6 multiplets and supermultiplets can be carried out using the U (1) charges.
Let us consider first the construction of E 6 multiplets. The 27 and 27 of E 6 decompose under SO(10) × U (1) as 27 = 16 1/2 ⊕ 10 −1 ⊕ 1 2 and 27 = 16 −1/2 ⊕ 10 1 ⊕ 1 −2 .
Therefore, singlets of SO(10) with q − = ±2 are parts of 27s and 27s of E 6 , while singlets of SO(10) with q − = 0 are also singlets of E 6 . The decomposition of the adjoint representation of E 6 as 78 = 45 ⊕ 16 −3/2 ⊕ 16 3/2 ⊕ 1 is also helpful in studying gluinos.
The right-moving U (1) charge plays a similar role in identifying supermultiplets [24] .
For right-moving NS states, one can understand the values of q + by considering unitarity constraints. For example, if we consider a state of right conformal weight h + and rightmoving U (1) charge q + , denoted by |h + , q + , then using
and requiring that the states G −1/2,+ |h + , q + and G −1/2,+ |h + , q + have non-negative norm we find that
This is useful because we know that massless right NS states must have h + = 1 2 . Then also requiring locality means that q + = ±1: if q + = 1, the state is right chiral (annihilated by G −1/2,+ ) and if q = −1 the state is right antichiral (annihilated by G −1/2,+ ).
Consider a spin zero physical state s of q + = 1. It is represented by the spin zero part of a chiral superfields S with component expansion
Likewise a scalar s of q + = −1 is represented by a supermultiplet
We are most interested in the worldsheet quantum numbers of the vertex operators for η and η, since we are going to be finding the spectrum of spacetime fermions. The fermions are obtained by acting with the spacetime supersymmetries on (2.45) and (2.46).
In particular, with the information derived above and a knowledge of U (1) charges of the spacetime supersymmetry generators, we can infer the expected values of q + for the fermions which are part of chiral or antichiral multiplets. Recall that the explicit form of the spacetime supersymmetries is
where e − ρ 2 is a spin field for the superconformal ghosts, S α and Sα are spin fields for the world sheet "spacetime" fermions ψ µ , and Σ and Σ † are Ramond sector fields which essentially implement right spectral flow by e ±iπJ 0,R . Therefore, we see that Q α and Qα leave the value of q − unchanged, while they change q + by ± 3 2 . Now using the fact that s is constrained to have q + = 1 by the representation theory of the right moving N=2 algebra, we see that η must have q + = − The same argument can be applied to find the quantum numbers of the gauginos. We know that generically in heterotic string theory the spacetime gauge symmetry must be generated by (NS,NS) vector bosons, which correspond to states of the form
where J L is a left-moving symmetry generator and ψ µ + is one of the right-moving "spacetime" fermions. In particular, the state (2.48) always has q + = 0. The gauginos arise by applying the supersymmetries (2.47) to the vector superfields, which have the same quantum numbers as (2.48). Therefore, in particular gauginos always have q + = ±3/2.
For the gaugino partners of the U (1) symmetries of Gepner models, which are also neutral under the spacetime E 6 gauge symmetry, q − = 0 as well.
So in summary:
We expect to find fermions with q + = ± 
The Quintic
Let us now use the technology developed in §2 to study the massless spectrum of string theory compactified on a quintic hypersurface IP 4 (5) ⊂ I CIP 4 , in the Landau-Ginzburg orbifold formulation. We consider a quintic defined by the zeroes of a generic quintic
In practice, that means that we consider a Landau-Ginzburg orbifold with W as superpotential. The general results involve a reduction to a description involving finite matrices.
When we want to make the results completely explicit, we will consider the example of the Fermat quintic, with
which has enhanced symmetry and corresponds to a soluble Gepner point [25] . We will carry out the discussion for a (2, 2) model with superpotential W , but no essential modification is required for the (0, 2) case, as we will explain in §3.9.
We must obtain the spectrum in 10 sectors, which arise, starting with the untwisted (R,R) sector, by twisting by exp(−ikπJ 0L ), with 0 ≤ k ≤ 9. In practice, it suffices to consider 0 ≤ k ≤ 5, as CPT exchanges k with 10 − k.
The (R,R) sector is the sum of the twisted sectors of even k, and the (NS,R) sector is the sum of the twisted sectors of odd k. Happily, the (R,NS) and (NS,NS) sectors need not be studied explicitly, as they are related to (R,R) and (NS,R) by space-time supersymmetry.
As a preliminary, let us review the fields and their quantum numbers here. In addition Table  2 : Table 2 Field
So, using the general formula for U (1) charges of ground states developed in the last section, we find that the left and right U (1) charges q k,− and q k,+ of the twisted sector vacua are
where the fractional fermion numbers in (3.3) and (3.4) arise because of the boundary conditions on the fermions in the sector twisted by g
We also need to know the ground state energies of the vacua in the various twisted sectors. Using the normal formulae for the zero-point energies of twisted bosons and fermions as discussed in §2 , we see that the even k sectors have vanishing vacuum energy, as expected from supersymmetry, while the odd k sectors have ground state energies
We recall that upon taking the Q +,R cohomology, the right-moving fermions are eliminated, so in this analysis the left-moving fermions are the only ones of interest and will be usually denoted as ψ i , not ψ i − . Also, upon taking the Q +,R cohomology, the zero modes of φ are eliminated. So in practice, we need to compute in the sectors 0 ≤ k ≤ 5 and in the reduced Hilbert space the cohomology of the Q +,L operator
After carrying out the analysis, we will summarize the resulting spectrum at the end of this section. We also will assemble the 1's, 10's and 16's of SO(10) into 27's and 27's of E 6 , using the values of the left U (1) charge as explained in §2.5.
k = 0 Sector
This corresponds to the normal untwisted (R,R) sector. The ground state energy vanishes. Since all of the fields are untwisted, the relevant lowest energy modes are (from the comment in the last paragraph) the zero modes
In our analysis of models, we will drop the i √ 2 prefactor of Q +,L in (2.13), which is obviously irrelevant in computing the cohomology.
The commutation relations of the fermion zero modes are
We let |0 denote a Fock vacuum with
This state has left and right moving U (1) charges (q − , q + ) = (−3/2, −3/2).
Since the ground state energy is zero, in studying zero energy states we can altogether ignore the oscillator modes in the definition of Q +,L , so that Q +,L reduces to
The cohomology of Q +,L is generated entirely by states of the form
and the projection onto half-integral U (1) charges means that we need consider only functions F of degree 5j for j = 0, 1, 2, . . .. But also, note that
so we must mod out by the ideal generated by the { ∂W ∂φ i }. What we have found here is of course just the famous result that the chiral ring R of a Landau-Ginzburg theory is given by the "singularity ring" of the superpotential
It is easy to enumerate the resulting states. At (q − , q + ) = (−3/2, −3/2), we simply get |0 . At (−1/2, −1/2), we get the quintic functions of φ modulo the ideal generated by derivatives of W (Φ) -101 states in all according to a standard counting. At (1/2, 1/2), we get the tenth order polynomials modulo those in the ideal generated by the derivatives -again 101 states. At (3/2, 3/2), there is a single state; for instance, for the Fermat polynomial, it can be represented by
Making the GSO projections as described in §2.3, the states in this sector with (q − , q + ) = (−1/2, −1/2) correspond to right handed fermions in the 16 of SO(10), while those with (q − , q + ) = (1/2, 1/2) correspond to left handed fermions in the 16 of SO(10).
In fact, the former are the 16 components of the 101 right-handed 27's, while the latter are the 16 components of the 101 left handed 27's. The (−3/2, −3/2) and (3/2, 3/2) states are gluinos, according to the discussion of the right-moving U (1) charge in §2.5. The GSO projections cause the (−3/2, −3/2) states to be left-handed in space-time and a 16 of SO(10), while the (3/2, 3/2) are a right-handed 16.
k=1 Sector
The ground state energy is E 1 = −1 and the ground state U (1) charges are (0, −3/2). First we consider states constructed without λ excitations. These will be SO (10) singlets; they either have q − = 2 and are part of 27's of E 6 , or q − = 0 and are E 6 singlets.
SO(10) Singlet Components Of 27's
There are three types of zero energy states at q − = 2: (3.17) where the numbers represent the number of distinct states of each type. Q +,L increases the value of q + by one, so we have a sequence of maps
Here, V q + denotes the space spanned by the states of right U (1) charge q + .
In the general case, one can write down a similar sequence to (3.18) above. For each fixed value of the left U (1) charge, one gets a sequence
where in general V q + is the space of states with right U (1) charge q + . Then the Q + cohomology is the cohomology of (3.19).
The concrete case of (3. 
This is precisely isomorphic to a piece of the effective Q +,L operator that we met in the k = 0 sector, except that the variables are now called φ −1/10 instead of φ 0 and ψ −2/5 instead of ψ 0 . In particular, the cohomology vanishes at q + = −3/2 and −1/2, and at q + = 1/2, the cohomology consists of the tenth order polynomials in φ −1/10 modulo the ideal generated by ∂ i W . This is a 101 dimensional space, in natural one-to-one correspondence with the Ramond ground states of k = 0 that were constructed from tenth order polynomials. This is expected from E 6 symmetry: these states will combine with some of the k = 0 states into E 6 multiplets.
E 6 Singlets E 6 singlets arise as SO(10) singlets of q = 0. These take the following form:
and also φ −9/10,j φ i −1/10 |0 (25)
The number in parentheses is the number of states of a given type.
The maps in the resulting sequence of the form (3.19) are given by
In the particular case of the Fermat quintic (3.2), one can see that at q + = −3/2, Q + has a five dimensional kernel, spanned by the states ( In general, to summarize equations (3.22) , (3.23) , the E 6 singlets at q + = −1/2 are represented by a collection of five quartic functions P i (φ −1/10 ) subject to the equivalence relation
After redefining A, this can alternatively be written
Finer Classification Of E 6 Singlets
In the field theory limit, there are three types of massless E 6 singlets at q + = −1/2, namely states that originate in H 1 (IP 4 (5), T ), H 1 (IP 4 (5), T * ), and H 1 (IP 4 (5), End(T )).
These may be distinguished as follows. States |Ψ which satisfy the chiral condition
correspond to elements of H 1 (IP 4 (5), T ) while those which satisfy the anti-chiral condition
correspond to elements of H 1 (IP 4 (5), T * ). The singlets which are orthogonal to those obeying the chiral or anti-chiral condition correspond to elements of H 1 (IP 4 (5), End(T)).
We want to implement this classification in the Landau-Ginzburg model, using the explicit forms of G −1/2 and G −1/2 from (2.17).
First of all, using the above explicit description of the E 6 singlets at q + = −1/2, and the fact that G −1/2 has a term proportional to φ i −1/10 ψ −2/5,i , none of the E 6 singlets of q + = −1/2 are annihilated by G −1/2 . On the other hand, one finds that
This therefore vanishes precisely if ∂ i P j − ∂ j P i = 0, or in other words if P i = ∂ i S for some quintic polynomial S. From the homogeneity of the P i it follows that S = φ i P i /5. The equivalence relation (3.24) then amounts to
From the homogeneity of W it follows that φ i ∂ i ∂ l W = 4∂ l W , and finally then the space of E 6 singlets annihilated by G −1/2 is the 101 dimensional space of quintic polynomials S modulo the usual ideal generated by the ∂ i W .
Now we want to look at the analog of H 1 (IP 4 (5), End(T )) -the states orthogonal to the chiral and anti-chiral states. Since we have already taken account of the states of the form ∂ i S, we now look at states P i with anything of the form ∂ i S considered trivial.
Hence the analog of H 1 (IP 4 (5), End(T )) in the k = 1 sector is the space of five quartic polynomials P i subject to
(This is similar to (3.25) but φ i C i j ∂ k W is now replaced by an arbitrary quintic S.) By homogeneity of S, φ i ∂ i S = 5S, so S can be uniquely fixed by normalizing P so that φ i P i = 0. So the analog of H 1 (IP 4 (5), End(T )) can be identified with the space of five quartic polynomials P i , with φ i P i = 0, and the equivalence relation 
where the P i are homogeneous quartic polynomials and (to maintain compatibility with (3.30)) φ i P i = 0. So in field theory, H 1 (IP 4 (5), End(T )) is the space of P i 's subject to
The answer is almost the same in the Landau-Ginzburg model, but in the Landau-Ginzburg theory there is an additional equivalence relation (3.29), so some states are missing. We will return to this point after examining the spectrum for other values of k.
For the time being, let us just quantify the discrepancy. For generic W , the equation 
SO(10) 10 Components Of 27's
The states we have been considering so far have all been 1's of SO(10), but we also need to consider 10's of SO (10) . Such states will contain an excitation of the gauge fermions λ I −1/2 and will correspond to cohomology classes of Q +,L with total energy −1/2 in the internal theory. We find two patterns of such states, both with q − = 1:
The states of q + = −1/2 can thus be written as λ −1/2,I S(φ −1/10 )|0 with S a homogeneous quintic function. The map in the associated sequence (3.19) is given by
The cohomology is thus the space of quintic homogeneous polynomials S(φ −1/10 ) modulo the ideal generated by the ∂ j W . This is the familiar space of Ramond ground states at k = 0 -to which these are indeed related by E 6 symmetry. In fact, these 10's of SO (10) have a simple (and standard) relation to the E 6 singlets with P i = ∂ i S that are annihilated by G −1/2 and derived from H 1 (IP 4 (5), T ) in the field theory limit. The This completes the analysis of the massless fermions for k = 1.
k = 2 Sector
This sector has vanishing ground state energy and (q − , q + ) = (3/2, −3/2) as the ground state U (1) charges. All of the fields are twisted, so there are no zero modes and hence we get only one state of total energy zero, the ground state. This single element of Q +,L cohomology from the k = 2 sector is a left handed 16 of SO(10); these are gluinos forming part of the adjoint representation of E 6 .
k = 3 Sector
The ground state energy is −1/2 and the ground state U These values ensure the important fact that G −1/2 annihilates the ground state in this sector. However,
does not vanish. As it has zero energy and q − = 0, and is obviously annihilated by G −1/2 , it is an E 6 singlet related to H 1 (IP 4 (5), T * ).
The only other states of vanishing energy built out of "internal" excitations are the
with a traceless matrix A i j . These are annihilated by neither G −1/2 nor G −1/2 so they are analogous to H 1 (IP 4 (5), End(T )) in field theory. Indeed, we have found the piece of
, End(T )) that was missing in the k = 1 sector.
Actually, because of instanton effects, a precise correspondence between the classical
, End(T )) and the Landau-Ginzburg contribution was not guaranteed and does not occur in general; we do not know why it occurs in the particular case of the quintic hypersurface. However, one is guaranteed that the "character-valued" index (the imaginary part of the character of any discrete symmetries that may be present in field theory, for a particular W ) should be the same for field theory or Landau-Ginzburg, since this index is a topological invariant. 7 The missing piece that we have just found was the simplest possibility compatible with this topological invariance.
We can also act with the gauge fermions λ −1/2,I on the vacuum |0 to produce a single 10 of SO (10) which is also in the cohomology of Q +,L . Since this state has q + = −1/2, it corresponds to a right handed fermion. Of course, this state has the usual relation to the anti-chiral state (3.36); one is obtained by acting on a suitable state (here the vacuum) by G −1/2 , while the other is obtained by acting on the same state with λ −1/2,I .
k = 4 Sector
The ground state has zero energy and (q − , q + ) = (1/2, −1/2). Since all fields are twisted, there are no zero modes and the ground state is the only state of zero energy we can construct. So this sector contributes to the Q +,L cohomology one right handed 16 of SO(10), which is part of a 27 of E 6 .
k = 5 Sector
The ground state has zero energy again. Actually, the ground state is not unique One can see the SO(10) multiplets combine into multiplets of E 6 more explicitly, as follows. Under SO(10) × U (1), the 27's decompose as 16 −1/2 ⊕ 10 1 ⊕ 1 −2 . The way the 27's arise in this model is indicated in Table 3 : One important point is not indicated in the above table: The 27's coming from sectors 0, 1, and 9 are right-handed in space-time while the 27 coming from sectors 5, 6, and 7 is left-handed. The corresponding table for 27's comes by complex conjugation, and the analogous table for gluinos can be similarly constructed.
Absence Of Anomalies In The Z Z 5 Symmetry
Part of the fascination of the Landau-Ginzburg models is that they have a "quantum" symmetry, not present for other choices of the Kahler class, which keeps track of the sector number k. This Z Z 10 symmetry is the product of a Z Z 2 symmetry (which counts fermion number modulo two and is always present) and a quantum Z Z 5 symmetry. It can be seen that this symmetry is actually an R symmetry in space-time.
A natural question is whether the quantum symmetry suffers from an anomaly at the level of space-time instantons. To answer this question, it suffices to consider only instantons contained inside SO (10) . In units in which a left-handed fermion multiplet in the 10 of SO(10) contributes 1 to the anomaly, the 16 and 16 contribute 2 and the 45 contributes 8. Working out the values of k for the various left-handed multiplets (and remembering to include the gluinos), one finds that the quantum symmetry has no anomaly for E 6 instantons (and also no anomaly for instantons in the second E 8 ).
(0,2) Deformations
(0, 2) deformations of the quintic can be constructed by deforming the tangent bundle as a holomorphic vector bundle over X. As we have recalled in (3.32), this is done by substituting ∂ i W → ∂ i W + G i (where G i are quartic polynomials obeying φ i G i = 0) in the definition of the tangent bundle. As one can see from [10] , §6, the effect of this on the Q +,L operator will be just the obvious substitution; the Q +,L operator of the (0, 2) model is simply
(3.37)
Our techniques then carry over to the (0,2) case without any conceptual difficulties. The physical spectrum of the (0,2) model is given by the cohomology of Q +,L , which can be computed by the same methods that we have used at G = 0.
Directions For Future Research
It should be apparent that our methods carry over without essential modification for the analysis of more general Landau-Ginzburg models, including (0, 2) models. The detailed analysis of the Q +,L cohomology can be more elaborate, but the principles are the same. One novelty (already known from the special case of Gepner models) is that in general the number of massless E 6 singlets at the Landau-Ginzburg "point" differs from what it is in the field theory limit.
A number of interesting additional issues about these models are worth pursuing. In particular, it should be possible to compute at least the unnormalized Yukawa couplings; this would assist in the investigation of real phenomenology based on Landau-Ginzburg orbifolds. It should also be straightforward to generalize our approach to Landau-Ginzburg orbifolds with discrete torsion [12] .
One of the most interesting prospects lies in the detailed exploration of (0,2) models.
Their rather complicated geometrical description makes them hard to study by traditional techniques, but we have shown that their Landau-Ginzburg description makes them amenable to quite detailed analysis. One can write down (0,2) models with gauge groups like SO(10) or SU (5), which are much less cumbersome than E 6 . This makes (0,2) models perhaps the most promising class of models for realistic phenomenology. In addition, it is quite plausible that a better understanding of (0,2) models could lead to progress in the understanding of topology-changing processes in string theory.
